
ORCO Outdoor Open Exercise Day 

! Shoot as much as you want for one price ! 

! No Registration Necessary Just Show Up and Shoot ! 

WHEN: May 22
th

, 2021 ORCO Outdoor Range Open Exercise. (Weather and 

Community Health Dependent). If weather delayed, another date will be specified 

in the future.  

 

What: This is an exercise open house where shooters can practice their 

fundamental skills on the flat range choosing between multiple courses of fire.   

 

50-yard course pistol, pistol carbine 9mm:  

 

Exercise #1: From multiple stationary positions, shooters engage multiple paper 

and steel targets then move between positions. Reloading will be done as 

necessary and from a stationary position only. Shooters can use any sights or sight 

systems. USPSA targets, steel targets, and barricades will be used. 

 

Exercise #2: Shooters engage multiple targets from behind and between 

barricades from a stationary position and if desirable, while moving. Shooters can 

use any sights or sight systems. USPSA targets, steel targets, and barricades will 

be used. 

 

100-yard course Rifle Match: This match is designed for center fire semi-auto 

tactical style rifles or carbines such as the AR15 or a pistol caliber carbine, 

however any center fire rifle may be used. Any sight or sight system may be used. 

IPSC, paper, or steel targets may be used.  

 

REGISTRATION and SQUADDING: This is an open shoot during the hours of 10:00 

a.m. and 3:00 p.m. No registration necessary. Shoot as much as you want for one 

price.  

 

Cost:  

Prices are the same for members as well as non-members. Exact change please.  

One price for all course of fire. $20  



Equipment Needed 50- and 100-Yard Range:  

 

50-yard range: A semi-automatic pistol, revolver, pistol caliber Carbine 9mm. As 

many magazines as you want or need for your specific firearm. Shooter may also 

use any sight or sight system. Holsters for handguns, eye and Ear protection are 

mandatory.  

 

100-yard range: A center fire semi-automatic tactical style rifle or carbine such as 

the AR-15 platform or pistol caliber carbine, however any center fire rifle may be 

used. Shooter may also use any sight or sight system. Eye and ear protection 

mandatory.  

 

Scoring: Scoring will not be official kept. This is an open exercise day. Timers will 

be present for reference.  

 

50 Yard Pistol and Pistol Carbine Targets: 

USPSA Paper Targets, and Steel Targets used will be: 

 

Target Zone 

A 

C 

D 

 

 
 

 

For more information send an email to:  orcosportsman@gmail.com 



 

ORCO MAY 2021-1 OBSERVE, PLAN, FIGHT 

 

Starting from the left, fire 3 rounds to each of the steel targets. With the gun pointed down range, 

move right to the next orange square, fire until all steel poppers fall down. With the gun pointed 

down range, move right to the next orange square, fire 1 round to each round target on the plate 

rack. With the gun pointed down range, move right to the last orange square, fire 2 rounds to 

each steel and paper target.  

 

Round count: 24 

 

NOTE: Due to many different firearms that can be used, each shooter must plan reloads 

accordingly.  
 

 

 

 
 

 



 

ORCO MAY 2021-2 MOVING TRANSITIONS 

 

From P1 and behind barricade, fire 3 rounds through the barricade to T1 only. Move from P1 to 

P2. While moving, fire 3 rounds each to T1, T2, and T3. At P2 from behind barricade, fire 3 

rounds through the barricade to T3 only.  

 

Reload as necessary 

 

Round count: 15 

 

NOTE: For rifles, if eyes are not in the sights and sights are not on targets, SAFETY IS ON. 

PERIOD, IT IS NOT OPEN FOR DISCUSSION. This is a safety issue.  

 

NOTE: Depending on skill and comfort level, mandatory reloads can take place before moving.  

 

 

 


